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cement very much; but I went through about .2 inch <thick> of it,
I was also, surprised at the rough, winding, & bulbous form
of the granite wainscot N of this leaf, on the E. side; evidently
never trimmed at all I should say, but rough as gr
naturally weathered. C.P.S. does not notice this. The so called
“semicylindric” hollows in the top of the W. wainscot, look to me
not at all of that shape, but rather like the grooves on the
S wall, i.e. “somewhat parabolic” as C.P.S. says.

The work was not pleasant; every surface thick with
extremely fine dust & dirt, very bat-ty, & oppressively
warm; i.e. about 76° <to begin with,> without the slightest notion of 
air, with two candles burning, & no chance of radiation of heat
from you, as all the surface around is the same temperature.
I tried to get rid of Ali, so as to undress, but he stuck to his
duty provokingly. By 9 ½ Ali’s continued yawns
& the made me compassionate him, & the heating of the air
in the small space of the antechamber, made me think of
knocking off: so stowing the ladder away we came out.
I found india rubber soles invaluable for gripping the stones of
the passages; nailed boots are quite a trap for falling.

The negro had come back from Cairo, whither he had gone
for sundry letters & shopping for me, <including ink>; but as Ali had
delayed him till today, the post & consulate were both
closed, & I only got one letter, from Sydney Hall, via Dr Grant,
who sent a few words with it. I then had a dozen oranges,
as a supply had been brought over, & sat down & read up
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some points in C.P.S., until I suddenly found it was nearly 1.0.

Sunday Dec 26

After breakfast I attended to sundry
domestic matters which required setting to rights, & got a
little quiet time for reading before dinner. I had dismissed
Ali after breakfast saying I should not want him for anything.
After dinner I went off for a walk over the Pyramid
hill, over to the quarries beyond the Sphinx, & someway
on into the desert: this consists of low rolling hills, much
like a gentle part. of the chalk downs on Salisbury plain,
covered with stones, mainly from the size of an egg to that of
your fist, with sand between; about ⅓ of the surface
exposed being stones. On some upland slopes there was
a curious maximum pressure wind gauge, for the wind
at its highest had blown everything away, up to the size
of about 1/6 inch; so by collecting a handful of the pea-sized
pebbles left on the surface ( for <just> below them there was sand)
the maximum wind can be ascertained. I then came round
by the 3rd & 2nd Pyramids, & had a look at the r old rubbish
heaps by the Great P. which contain a great amount of diorite;
Whether the rubbish from other places, such as diorite work
in temple of 2nd P, may have been put there I do not know.
After returning, having a chat to Ali, & supper &
writing journal, it was <9.0,> quite as late as I wish to go to bed; 
though unhappily I have been beguiled into going with less
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sleep than I want for some time now. I must turn
over a new leaf & make a rule of early bed; only the worst
is that the evening & early night is best for ∆ work, as
there are no travellers.

The sunset was very fine; before it the hills far away
at Helwan & beyond, on the other side of the Nile, were lovely
in pink warm tints on the sunny slopes of rock, & blue
in the shadows; then when the sun went down a soft
pink-purple shade went up in the East, with blue beneath
it; & over the sun a delicately flecked cloud of crimson
hung in a tawny sky.

Monday Dec 27.

At breakfast paid Ali his weekly ₤1,
& asked him about bakksheesh to Mohammed the negro,
who always sleeps up here as nightguard, & goes to Cairo
if wanted, & does odd jobs, fetching water, &c; as he is Ali’s
slave, of course as Ali said he if you give him nothing he
has nothing to say about it; but still Ali thought 4/-
a week would be fair to him under the circumstances, as
all he does is extra work; &, as Ali said, I could not get one
of the villagers as a night guard for that money. So I settled
to give him that; no stipulation about a nightguard being
included in Ali’s 1₤ was made, and as that is what he
received 15 years ago from C.P.S. without any responsibility,
as they had Ibrahim as a dragoman, I cannot expect
him to include nightguard in it. I then sat down
to reducing & arranging measures of granite leaf all the
morning, & settling what farther to do. By 2, after
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dinner, I started out with Ali, & measured three tombs;
two being of the very earliest, under Snofru, before Shofo,
the first king of whom any remains exist; apparently using
a cubit of abt 21 ins in both. I then went on & measured a
good deal of the site divided into squares, (for quarrying?) but
had to stop as it was too dark. Then back home, & had
supper, & packed for a Pyramid evening; Ali came back
late & I did not begin work till 8. I was measuring &
examining all the top of the Antechamber, having taken in
3 boards to place across from one wainscot to another
I sat & squatted on them from 8 till 12 measuring, getting
about 120 measures done. This is just the rate I found that
I worked inside before, 30 an hour, which is but slow. I
found Ali’s plan of bare feet go best for getting a hold on
the passages. I then came out with Ali, who had been
making the passages resound with his snoring, sleeping
lying on my ladder, only varying the course by a dose
of scratching; & as he averred to me the other day that
there were many fleas in the Pyramid, I charitably hope
that he found them there, though I did not. Back to
the tomb by 12½, & after half a dozen oranges sat down &
wrote this <& looked over measures>; & find now it is 2 ¼, so I must 
to bed; as the paper has been occasionally swimming before my tired
eyes.

Tuesday Dec 28

Got up late, & was writing off measures
of Antechamber all the morning. After dinner I went off
with Ali & finished measuring the squares of rock; & then
measured some tombs. Then back <(with a heavy shower on the way, 
the fourth in one week)> by about 5 ½; & after
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some chocolate Ali returned & we went off to the
Pyramid, getting to work about 6 ½. I then went on with
the Antechamber & granite leaf; hanging two plumb bobs
one N & the other S of the leaf, <measuring their distance apart>, tak-
ing offsets to the leaf faces
at every 5 inches up, & offsets to the walls N & S, & measures
from the bob along the floor to the Grand Gallery & Kings Chamber.
This I did at each side & in the middle of the leaf; the bobs
being hung over two nails in a piece of wood thus []
so that their distance could not vary. This together
with a general examination of the coffer & Kings Ch. walls
lasted till 12, when we came out: and after a wash of hands
& feet, & a glance over a graphic (with Egyptian views) that
much Francis kindly sent me) I went to bed. Muhammed
brought me a letter from the Consulate in which the Prefect
of Police authorizes me to take “measurements &c” at the
Pyramids; but there are no letters for me at the P.O.; I have
pumped at that handle for 10 days now, but no water
comes. I got on better in the ∆ to day by putting on
only cotton pants & vest, & in these I was not too
hot.

Wednesday Dec 29.

A cool & windy morning, so
that I had to sit with the door shut. I did not get
breakfast over till about 12, as I was so late last night,
I then sat down to writing off my measurements, & this
occupied all the afternoon; after dinner about 5, is
I got off to the Pyramid with Ali by 6, & measured
in the Antechamber, & took 2 casts of the grooves
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on the S. wall, shewing that they did not go straight
down; also 3 casts of the internal angles of the ledges
on the granite leaf, shewing different states of it.
Finished by about 11, & then returned, after a
hand & foot wash, & half a dozen oranges I wrote this &
then to bed, by about 12 ½.

Thursday Dec 30

Woke first about 9, but made ineffectual
efforts to keep awake till past midday; when just thinking
that I could at last get up, Ali knocked at my door saying that
Mrs Grant had sent a boy to say that he is at the sphinx; Ali
has not yet learned English genders, & he & him is applied to
ladies & gents alike. So I bolted up, & dressed in a hurry, &
went off: found Mrs G. & a Mr Chester ( who has been here
for his 38th trip collecting antiquities) just beginning to
arrange lunch under the shadow of the 2nd ∆ temple; she
greeted me very kindly, & asked me to stop to lunch. Their
governess Miss  came up shortly having missed the
party somehow; I went back to my tomb for the casts & other
matters, & on returning found the rest of the party just
coming back from ascending the Great Pyramid; a Mrs & Miss
Mc’Clean & the Grant’s two children. After lunch, we went off
in scattered order; Mrs G. on a donkey, round the 3rd Pyramid
& back gradually to the 1st. Sundry chaffering of antiquities
by the Pyramid guides took place, & I got sundry information
from Mr Chester, & imparted some to Mrs McClean, who was
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a very pleasant & sensible body, though not up in
antiquities. Mr Mrs G. invited me whenever I came to
Cairo to take up my quarters with them for the night, for
which of course I very gratefully declined.

After bidding them good bye I returned to my tomb,
by about 4, & had dinner, after which I sat down to
finish copying off the Antechamber measures, as I have
done all that is necessary there I think; this & writing
not remarks to go with them, occupied untill 10; including
a talk to Ali, with some figs, dates, & lemonade, in the
evening. I then wrote up this, & to bed. I see that
I must not attempt to copy off all my measures, as
that takes almost as long as making them; so I
shall only copy anything specially wanted by others in
England. There is a grand festa today in Cairo,
processions & guns firing in the afternoon, & now,
in honour of the marriage of the Kedenie’s (Khedive’s
I should write, but I just had the Italian before my eyes)
wife’s sister; it was all announced & planned out in
the Moniteur when I was in Alexandria, & the edict
was repeated in every number that I saw there.
I am in utter ignorance of English affairs, the last thing I
know of is that Forster & Gov. have determined to repress
Ireland & call parliament. Too late for poor Mountmorris,
          &c.
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Friday Dec 31

Not up very early, & writing up the
roughs of letters to C.P.S., Wayman Dixon, & Sydney
Hall. After dinner out & measured two large
tombs & copied inscriptions; then strolled over some
others which I had not yet seen; then back & after
supper wrote letters to C.P.S., Dixon, & Sydney Hall, &
Susan Harvey; all which please post, putting the
Antechamber measures (4 leaves) in to Sydney Hall’s
letter, address 34 Lansdowne Road Notting Hill, W.
Addressing Wayman Di to care of John Dixon, for
whom see Directory; some oth C.P.S. I have put up in
envelope myself. It is now 10. so I must to bed as
I have ordered a donkey to take me to Cairo at
8 tomorrow; really writing has swallowed up
nearly all my time for 3 or 4 days; this will not
do. Mr Chester invited me to see his collection of
this season, at the Hotel du Nil, so I shall call on him
tomorrow & on General Stone.

I ventured on some queer cookery today; green peas,
cod fish, & eggs, all fried up with a lot of butter; it
was not at all bad.
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Cairo, III–
1.st [] days-
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1 January 1881. Saturday.

After breakfast went off at
8 ½ in a thick fog, which drifted in sprays of mist, & was
quite opaque beyond 50 yards. For an hour this lasted
without a trace of change, & the miles of uniform acacia
avenue, quite straight, across the black mud flats of
the Delta, all dripping in showers of condensed mist, was
not enlivening; nothing by but just the nearest portions
of mud & water within a few yards of the road could be
seen, & occasionally out of the dark mist beneath the
shadow of the trees, a bundle of rags on the top of a donkey
would appear, with a pair of legs kicking vigorously, on each
side, and when quite close half of a brown face peering
out. A camel man on a camel joined on, & talked to Mahommed
who drove my donkey; & I had a good opportunity of observing
the paces of that uncouth animal, every one of which seemed
to be a different way of tossing the rider about; the Arabs
must have well knit stomachs to stand it. My donkey was
very good in its pace, but having a d saddle with a strong
tendency to throw one off to the right; & being without
stirrups or bridle; I did not appreciate his excellencies.

By 9 ½ a white moony sun was visible, which did not
feel warm till about 10 ½. I went to the Kasr-en-Nil
barracks, found Genl Stone’s quarters, but he had not come
yet; & I was told he would be there at 12/<11> or 12. Then (having
dismissed Muhammed, & told him to be at Dr Grant’s at 3) I
walked up to the post: no letters were forth coming, at
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which I was astonished; for, apart from England, Philip
said a fortnight ago that he would send my account for
the boxes next day. <Then had hair cut, the usual but exorbitant rate of 
2 francs.> Then after up to Hotel du Nil, but
Mr Chester was not in. Then back down Muski, & after
a long hunt found Sommer the Homes.c Chemist (a German)
& left the Arnica & Rhus bottles to be filled, for that knocking
about the first two days on shipboard, when I used my
bag for a pillow on deck had worked both the corks out,
& soaked my bag with tinctures. I also got more China,
which I find useful here; I rather think the water supply
is in fault, I never drink any that has not been boiled,
but even that in two or three days smells, sulphureous,
ammoniacal, & everything queer; I have tried again
& again, 5 or 6 times, to get the filter to work but it always
uncharges somehow; I found an air leak at the top, &
stopped that, but it won’t work. Anyhow boiling is the
safest, so I stick to it. I then went up the restaurant
& had lunch; then strolled about trying to get some
glycerine soap at a reasonable price; 2 ½ francs was asked for
a small cake at two shops, & I was glad to get some at 1 ½ fr.
The water is so far hard here, that it makes my hair in
a great mess; so I wanted to try glycer to keep it better.
Then back to Hotel du Nil & found Mr Chester just going
off with one of the Dr Grant’s son, & Miss Loftie, &c, to
Old Cairo to hunt for Arabic beads in the rubbish; he
was apparently really sorry that I had just hit a time when
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he could not stay in; and asked me to come in another
day, the first time that I could. He leaves next Friday
for going up the Nile, so I must look sharp. I then went
down to Dr Grant’s, & found them just at dessert, Mr Dr &
Mrs G., the other Dr whom I saw before, Miss Streeter the
governess, & Miss Schultz. I had a talk to the Dr on
various ∆ matters for about an hour. He strongly
advises clearing the entrance passage <for reaching the subterrane-
an.>. He has done
a quantity of work <?> in measuring, which C.P.S. will not
say anything about, though sent to him, because it
will not fit some very minor points which he has
taken up. Dr G. is evidently provoked, or rather <vexed &> annoyed
& perhaps checked, by this suppression of inconvenient
facts. Then about 3 ¼ I mounted my stirrup & bridle-less
beast, & started; stopped at the Kasr en Nil again, &
went to find the General. He had left, & an old
Frenchman Arab officer who spoke French (or rather scanty
guttural Arabic-French, which is a very different thing)
said that he was there from 10 to 12. So I suppose I must
be there at 11 ½ some day to catch him; this is the third
trial I have had. Then off back to El Kafr & the Pyramids,
buying 50 oranges on the way, from roadside vendors
who pile them in piastre worths of five [] like cannon balls
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before them on the ground. Behold me!, on a small
donkey whose only furniture is an old saddle, (the leather
hump <i/<o>n the front> of which has all burst in front,) & a double 
piece of rope round his neck; hugging a canvas bag
stuffed with oranges, in front of me <before me>, & a check blue
handkerchief also full of oranges in my hand, regaling
myself with them as I go along; & Mahommed with
a th sugar cane in his hand behind me, whacking the
donkey with one end, & chewing away at the other end.
Such was my return <with one doubling up of the beast under me, & 
one long lurch which made me stride off
sideways.>; & the consequence of that saddle,
without any support to my feet, for 16 <17> miles to day,
may be imagined but not described.

After supper, I sat down to accounts; then copying
inscriptions; then planning ∆ triangulation, & at last
writing up this, which must cease now as it is
20 minutes to 2.

Sunday 2nd Decr <Jany>

After a latish breakfast, tidied up a bit;
& reading & a short stroll filled up the morning. In the aftn

looking to one or two domestic matters, & having a walk
over the Pyramid hill, till supper; after which a long
chat to Ali. I had intended to go to church to Cairo to
day, but the effects of yesterdays ride made me
shun taking another so soon.

Monday Dec <Jany> 3

After breakfast, just as I was preparing
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to go off to work, an Arab came to the door (which is
always open when I am in) & brought a newspaper (Pub Op)
for me, with a letter stuffed inside it by Dr Grant. How he
had got the letter or the paper I know not, but scribbled
a line thanking him. This is the first letter I have
received yet, dated Dec 14 to 24, & number “Letter No 5;”
I did not much expect letters at Alexandr, so did not tell P.O.
Consulate to forward any, but I will do so now. Very
glad of all the fair news in it, & glad there is no foul. Pub. Op.
is for Dec 25; none received till this. I then went off
with Ali, at about 11 ½, & worked away till 6 (rather starving
the good fellow I fear, for neither sup nor bit had either of us)
settling the places of 7 triangulation stations, & putting
station marks at 5 of them, & cairns at two others where large
blocks have to be inserted, beside finding a mark of Gill’s,
at an eith eighth place I wanted. This is slow work to do it
well; as so many places have to be kept in sight in
fixing each station, & this triangulation I am planning to go
round the whole of the Ghizeh Pyramids, & take in everything
we want in the neighbourhood. As two of these stations have
to be arranged in position, to see 15 other stations each; it requires
a good deal of dodging about, & trying first one site & then
another, to get all the places visible, from behind the loose
stones & heaps of rubbish & hillocks which cover the ground.
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The marks I put in are thus, [], two large holes
(⅓ inch) & one small one (1/8 inch) between them, about 5 inches
apart, all filled with light blue tint plaster of paris; & in the
important ones around the Great ∆, the little hole has
a pencil lead in it to define more accurately; in all cases the
little hole is the station, the others being only finders; the row
always lying NE-SW. Then returned & had supper, on half
a tin of soup, putting a broken up ship biscuit & two eggs
in it which made an excellent dish all hot, concluding
with 1 ½ more ship bisc, some others, & much sugar. Pub. Op.
serving for sauce to all. Then sat down & wrote this, &
began letter to Mrs Benest.

Tuesday Dec <Jany> 4.

After breakfast off with Ali by 10 ½, & spent
the whole day till 6 putting down <5> station marks, & planning the
triangulation; looking up some <4> of Mr Gill’s marks also. This is
very slow work, but I have now got a fine general scheme
of triangles fixed all over the hill; & from these lesser ones
may be made to put in all the points wanted; I still have
about another day’s <work> to finish off, & have it all ready to begin
the survey; for this I shall wait a little to see if Mr Benest’s
diaphragm photos, or any other assistance, may be forthcoming,
before I begin it.

CAIRO IV-

I am going into Cairo again tomorrow (with stirrups I hope) to see
Mr Chester & Genl Stone if I can, & to post this & enquire for letters.
Please send enclosed to Mrs Benest, & remember me to Mrs V & Mabel
if with you, & Mrs K. Oh! that delicious Dervish of Bassora Pub. Op p 
814.
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(1)

Wednesday Jany 5.

Before breakfast I told Ali to get me
the donkey, with stirrups; & to fetch some little antiquities that
Mr Chester wanted of a man here, the owner not caring to
go into Cairo. When however after breakfast I descended
to the plain to my beast there were no stirrups, so I told
Ali to instruct Mohammed to get me a pair today in
Cairo. (Mohammed only knowing Arabic, our intercourse is
restricted to simple notions). This morning was fine, & only
a little misty, so it was a pleasant ride; but I got to the
Kasr-en-Nil too late to try for Genl  Stone. Went to the
Consulate, found no letters for me, as I thought possible, but
they had taken in Pub Op, & letter I did receive, & sent them
to Dr Grant. I found Dr Low waiting there to see Mr Borg,
(pronounced Borj, a clipping of Borgia?)/<h>e is an Italian, Raphael 
for
Xn name <?>), & so I had a chat on Pyramid & other matters; Ali says
he lives at Dr Grant’s, a partner I suppose, he certainly seemed quite
at home there. Then to the P.O; enquired, but nothing; so posted
letter home, & request for letters to Alexr Consulate. Then to
Sommer’s & left China A to be changed, being white; on calling again 
he said it was exactly the same as the pink; that the pink was
colored (with carmine) on purpose to distinguish the China Calisaya
from the C. Fusca; that this was only done in England; & that the
mother tinctr <?> was brown yellow, which I quite believe: but it is a
new light to me, & I should be glad to have Dr Phillips
verification of it. I then went to lunch, & then to Mr

Chester; I found him busy with a big drawer full of papyri,
all he said of 6th & 7th cents, apparently the waste paper basket
of some governor of the Faioum. Some Coptic <?> some Arabic
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2.

& I spied one bit of Hebrew. He shewed me some coins
he had got in Greece; some nice ones, but nothing very
striking; after looking at various little things, I left with
him as he was going to the American Consul; thus my
visit was cut rather short. He gave me an informal
invite to look him up in London; & quite unprop unprompted
began telling me how desirable it would be to copy off all
the tomb inscriptions here; I replied that it was just what
I was doing in all spare hours, beside measuring & planning
the tombs, & he much approved of it, telling me that since
Lepsius (all of whose work here I have noted) scarcely
anything has been done at these tombs.

I then got some cheese & rice which I wanted, &
back to Mahommed; on my asking him where the stirrups
were he said something about tomorrow; so I told him
to go & get them to day, to return with. By & bye he came
back with a posse of Arabs, bearing p a pair of wretched
new brass stirrups unfinished, & saying that the bazaar
was far off out by the Citadel & there was no time now
to go there to day. I refused them at once, & asked what
they would sell a pair of good iron ones for; 6 francs, then 5, &
finally 4 were named; so I said I would see next time any
one came in. Soon after going on, a donkey man who
had heard of it, picked us up & offered his for 4 fr, so seeing
the straps were worn & old I offered 3 & took them. I did
this on purpose because I saw Mohammed was unwilling, &
guessed that thus he would lost lose a little commission
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3.

on getting them, so I clinched it to serve him out for not
getting them when we came in. Also having a pair to
return with was a consideration. I laid in a stock of
oranges, in my “kerchief checked with heavenly blue”; &
balancing that against my canvas bag, with a strap over the
front hump of the saddle, I returned in comfort, refreshing
myself on the way. Had supper when I got in, stewing up
some rice & swiss milk, which was done enough by the time
I was near finishing. Then sat down to wr settle what was
needed to finish off the station marks, & then wrote this up.

Thursday Jany 6.

At breakfast Ali brought in a lot (101
he said) of Ptolemy, only two types, & nearly all large. He wanted
1 ½ fr for large & ½ fr for small, or 7 ½ d each for whole lot. I offered
10/- for the pick dozen, as I think they are worth more; but I would
not go in for all; he talked of them as belonging to a mysterious
3rd party, whom I was quite willing to believe in, whether he existed or
no, as it allowed me to say they were very dear more freely: but
he left them so decidedly, that I have no doubt the 3rd party will
acquiesce; probably my offer was only just over his price, so that
Ali will have no gilt on the transaction. They are very fine.
Then we went off fixing station marks again, varying it with a
rout in the old ∆ rubbish heaps. All the diorite lies in a
surface layer not over 6 ins or 1 ft thick; whereas all the bulk
is in 45° layers []. some large chips, other strata of
fine stuff just as it was tipped over the hill side. Hence I conclude
that diorite is all post ‘Pyramid’, & probably of ∆2 or later.
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There was no basalt either in the old stuff: but I found much
stray pottery in it, which is very interesting, as a quantity of
little things ([] this section), are found here by the hundred
& have been attributed by Birch &c to earliest, Dynasty 4
&c; this I much doubted as I always found them close to,
or in, crude brick buildings of Roman date. Now on searching
this heap of certainly Dyn 4, I find nothing like the
little pots at all, but pieces of larger, fine grain, & well
baked sl things, the little pots being peculiarly wretched
manufacture. Hence I conclude that they are late, especially
as sundry poor local Roman sl pot is much like
them. I shall have a good hunt in the rubbish heaps
again, & work this out; in any case a good lot of certain
Chufu-date pottery will be very interesting.

I pretty well finished the stations; & on considering them in
the even s/<a>fter supper I find that one system of primary
stations (9) all over the hill, may be treated alone; then
other systems based on that, but reacting on it so indefinitely
as not to be worth complicating it at first; these other systems
contain 9, 6, 4, 2 & several of 1 po fresh point. I have got a
single triangle (doubly fixed) around ∆1, & another (double also 
around 
∆2; these must be fixed with the greatest care, & will give fine
results. The ground falls away so fearfully behind the ∆3 that I
cannot get a [] around it anyhow, & it is rather a plague.
I have arranged for a base just about the length of ∆1 base, & parallel
with its S. side, on very nearly flat ground. I got much casing joints
from ∆1, 2 & 3; there is a fine block of ∆2, a top corner of a stone, but too
large to carry off easily. Now 11.20 I must stop.
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(2.+3)                                                                        (1

Friday Jany 7

Off with Ali to put station at entrance to the
Second Pyramid; then despatched him to his devotions at the mosque,
& went over some other stations to see what was visible from
them. Copied a quantity of quarry marks of stones in one of the
little P/<p>yramids by the 3rd Pyramid. An Englishman went up the
Second Pyramid, with three Arabs, a thing only done a few
times in each year on an average, sometimes not once. They stuck
sometime at getting down off the casing to the core. I then
went to my tomb & had a light dinner; & then off to rake in
the old Pyramid rubbish heaps; carefully working only in
places where the stratification was quite clear & undisturbed,
so as not to get anything later. The best place is one near the
surface, but far from the face of the mound, i.e. with 20 or
30 feet of stratification over it; here I found not a bit of
coarse <?> pottery, not a bit of basalt, or of diorite; only limestone,
thickish fairly baked pot of smooth paste, wood, charcoal, &
many <rolled> flints. Another section not lo so low in strata, gave just
same results, though more bits of palm basket, & more of dark
limestone, both of which are found in older stratum; probably
all these are same date. In later stratum 8 or 10 ft from
face of mounds I found much tree fibre of baskets, a piece of
rough bark rope, some basalt, & crude brick <probably Roman>; not 
one of
which are found in the older layers. On the top of the older
layers there is a thin horizontal spreading of basalt & diorite
fl flakings or chips, & some basalt hammer-blocks; some of
the diorite is worked; all this would not be carried so far

mistake, got two sheets together, see p 2.
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from any place where it had been used, by any person, but the
besides diorite workers; & no one since the old empire used
diorite that I know, at least not largely, whereas diorite
was largely used at second Pyramid date; hence I
conclude that second ∆ rubbish was thrown over the
ground, very likely mixed with more limestone, now all
dissolved by the rains & sand wear, leaving an excess of
diorite on the surface: & that as this was probably done at time
of second pyr building, therefore it guarantees the Great
Pyramid date of all the sloping strata of rubbish beneath it.
I then went off to look at the tombs W of ∆1, & see if there
were any now clear & inscribed, not in Lepsius; but nothing
fresh seems to have been opened, or at least left open. It was
a half cloudy, close, oppressive, lazy, afternoon; with
heavy mist in patches all over the valley, & a watery sun.
By sunset it was fine, the W. horizon clear orange-tawny,
& the under side of all the semi-opaque grey clouds bright
crimson, down close to the horizon.

Then back in the dusk, hearing the jackals barking, for they
are common about here, & had supper; after which I looked
over & began tabulating the station marks, & I find that at the
quickest reasonable reckoning the survey I want would take a
month; or if a minimum number of observations is taken (from
2 to 6 according to importance of each point) 10 days will be required. 
This
must therefore be about the thing. I then wrote this, finished about 11.

[For the sake of readability, pages 70 and 75 are exchanged here. As Petrie himself 
remarks on page 68, he ‘got two sheets together’ and hence confused the order.]
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Saturday Jany 8

Off At breakfast Ali announced that
my offer for the coins was accepted by the owner; yesterday
this man sent word that he wanted 1½ fr <each> for them & 2 fr for
a scarabeus; I stuck to my offer, & the result suggests that I
might have gone lower. Then we went off to the “Trial
passages” which I thoroughly measured all the morning;
as far as their encumbered state would allow; the vertical
shaft [] at A I told Ali was only filled at
the top with the ordinary rubbish; he
insisted it was rock & never had been cut through, &
climbed up it to look & assured me; I however saw the
flakes of limestone, so I went up <(about 9 ft high + 4 ft of passage 
below)> as well as I could, & found
it just so, knocking down two bits out of the loose sand in
proof. However I began scraping a hole on the surface
& at about a foot deep came on the corner of the well
in the rock, which convinced Ali; how it is possible for
loose small rubbish to be formed over a shaft 28 ins
wide, I cannot imagine; it must have been all filled up,
& then the lower part excavated (by Howard Vyse?) but
not up to within 3 or 4 ft of the surface, which is very queer.
I finished this off about 2, observing azimuth <?> by noonday
sun, but could not hear the noon gun to fix watch error;
I find however that 10 seconds before & after equal illumination
of two walls makes a clear difference between them. Probably
it can be done well to 4 seconds = 1’ of angle by the []
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Then had some biscuits &c, & then poked about sundry
ancient trenches in the rock; many NE of Great Pyramid
are not at all square with it, as everything else on the hill
is; this makes me think these perhaps earlier, & if so
worth uncovering & measuring. Ali says C.P.S. did
measure them all (when uncovered in his time, before a
road to the kiosk was made over them) but he never
published a word about them. Then I went off to
the W. tombs, & measured three; by this time it
was dark, so returned to supper. Then working out time
of star obsn &c, looking over measures & writing this.

Sunday Jany 9

Told Ali over night that I should want
donkey for going to Cairo today, by 8. However the beast
did not come till later, & I was not off till 8 ½; & then no
Mohammed; Ali said I should pick him up at the first
village beside the road; so I whacked the beast there; but
no Mohammed was visible, & I enquired for him, only
getting the answer that that was his village which I had
just left; waiting a little, Ali came up, on his way to
Ghizeh market, so he said first that M. had gone on
before, but soon called after me that he was behind &
would catch me up; so I went on whacking; unluckily
blows over on one side the stern acted rudder-fashion, &
sent the beast over to the other side; so I had to deal
port & starboard whacks which kept him in a straight

Pages marked 9 & 10 in red ink are kept at Bromley,
being private.
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course; but nothing that I could reconcile with any
humanity had much effect; I tried all the worst
persuasive & disgusting chuckles & mouthings, such as in
Mohammed’s mouth cause great acceleration, but all
nearly in vain; the only thing that would do well was
flapping yo ones legs against the beast’s sides, in the
style of the donkey boys, this acted excellently as long as
one did it, but then one “might as well have walked
except for the honour of the thing”. At last, about
three miles on, Mohammed overtook me; I had seen
his white wrapper in the distance for a long time, & was
relieved of my cares, though not my labours, by the
sight; for I had wondered what I could do with a
strange donkey in a strange city, while I went to
church; on a weekday, for shopping, I should not have
cared so much. Got into church by the 1st lesson.
There was no portion of Communion Service used, & the sermon
was broad, as before: On the Epiphany, i.e. conversion of the
world, saying that till recently it had seemed hopeless,
but now that the dogma of the perdition of the heathen had
ceased to the be taught, there did seem a fair prospect of
success. The best part of it was a practical appeal to the
congregation not to hinder Missy efforts by bad example.
I saw Dr S (Snider I think) before me, & on leaving he picked
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me up energetically, calling after me; for he is consumptive
& cannot run; out here for his health, staying at Dr

G’s house, i.e. Sanatorium. He took me to the house, where
the Grants had not yet returned from the Presbyterian
Service. We had a long chat; he is a very pleasant &
sensible man, who thinks, & has a great deal of taste; more
like St J.V. Day than anyone I remember. In short he
is that v one of that very agreeable species, a good &
intellectual doctor. The Grants were very kind as usual
when they came in, & pinned me to dinner. Mrs Maclean
was there, staying at the house I imagine. More talk on
C.P.S., Anglos &c, Dr G. neither knows nor cares much
for their theories; & a letter of Wayman Dixon’s which
he showed me, among others, was of just the same tone.
He looked over some letters which he had filed as containing
requests for measures, & I made notes. Mrs G. told with
zest how Mr Glover was eaten of mosquitoes, & sat with his
eyes closed on their sofa, gently rubbing his hands with a
hair brush, & meandering on about the Pyramid all day
long. The Dr told how on taking some measures of the boss
Mr Glr pulled out a saw file & tried to reduce the granite
to the exact size which he wanted for his Divine Inspiration
theories!!! Dr & Mrs G. are both Presbyterians, but Mrs G
was astonished on coming to Cairo at the very rigid P’s
who would not use “Rock of Ages” or “Jesu Lover of my Soul”,

(see omitted pages)
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7 (from last page, p 6) & told them that she was a she
thought they wanted a Missionary as much as the Copts;
at a service in the New Hotel by Newman Hall when he
was here, the Presbt missy presided, & N. H. said on ending
his sermon, “let us now sing the Doxology “Praise God
from whom” &c. The missy would not stir from his chair,
to start a human composition in service; so his wife,
less prejudiced, had to get up & give the lead. Mrs G. belongs
to the United Presbyt who do not exclude hymns, & she
was almost scandalized at the rigidity of the P’s here.
About 3 ¼ I left, & went to the Post, but found it
closed. Then took donkey back, & Mohammed made
up for his dilatoriness this morn by several good hard
gallops. Ali explained it, M. was sent to take the cow
to pasture, & was to pick me up on the road to save time.
After supper, & a chat to Ali, writing this, &c, I got
off to bed: somehow time goes fearfully quick here; I always
intend every day to be in bed early, about 8; & it is
generally 12 before I turn in; perhaps I shall manage
by 11 tonight; but then I was up a couple of hours
earlier than usual.

Dr G. had a batch of letters for me, sent to him from
the Consulate, & 3 Pub. Ops. for which many thanks.
Pub. Ops. in hand now Dec 4, 11, (16 missing) 25 (recd before)
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& Jan 1. Letters all continuous, & Mrs Benest’s, for which
best thanks. I have written to her on hearing of hers by
letter of 23 Decr. I am much amused that the Br. Recd

letters should seem to take effect. Many thanks to Mabel
for her cards, <Tell her> I only wish she could be whisked here
for a few hours, how she would open her eyes; perhaps
it would actually produce an audible voice.

As to “Stonehenge” the reason there was no list left was
because I had sent to all that I intended; & it was
only family & any special social friends that it
might be thought desirable for, that still had to receive
it. I thought from all I had said it was plain that
every one had had it that I wished, & the photos were
an after matter, of which I had no special thoughts
about the disposal. I forgot to say that some other copies are
in the Nature drawer (bottom in store room) along with
metrology.

G is a variable letter here; I knew that in Egypt it was hard,
& in Arabic elsewhere soft; but I find it fluctuate here;
& have heard from natives Ghizeh Gizeh & Jizeh, Ali
Gabri & Ali Jabri; there seems to be no fixed usage;
perhaps the Mrs Grant declared herself quite delighted with
my account of things here, & said she should like to take a tomb
also, & had told Dr G. so do some time ago, for said she “I should
have time then to lie in bed, & to read my Bible”; but said the Dr

you could do that just as well here; <but said she> only imagine how 
may people I should
have to see in bed if I was to try that here (in Cairo) I should have
       no quiet.
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Monday Jany 10. 

Off after breakfast with Ali to the granite
temple, looking up various things on the way. I then spent all
the day measuring it thoroughly; the bulk of it is a T shaped
hall, the stem 33 x 55 ft, & the cross 22 x 81 ft; with 18 large
square columns of granite in it. The walls are about 20 ft high,
& were all cieled with granite slabs originally apparently , leaving it
all dark, with only ventilators along the roof. Over it all was
an alabaster building; & in some of the side chambers there
is granite & alabaster mixed in the walls. I was lazy during
the day, a hot sun & warm wind made it very delightful to sit
in the cool bottom of the great hall, & look up the plain
massive walls & shafts of <pink> granite to the deep blue sky shining
above it all; there is neither ornament nor inscription, not even
a moulding, simply beams & slabs of square cut granite,
all the pillars, & the lintels over them, 2 cubits (3 ft 5 in) square,
uniformly through the whole building. The work is not very
accurately done, but for effect it is more fascinating to me
than anything else here, even the Kings Chamber on the Gt ∆;
perhaps the Grand Gallery comes up to it for effect, but the cleanness
of it all, & the contrast with the blue sky makes it charming.
After finishing all the daylight parts of it about sunset, I came home
over the ground just over the cliff edge, which is a honeycomb
of well shafts to tombs; all now choked with chips & sand. Mariette
is having some excavations made near the sphinx, & they are
filling up all the clearing which cost so much to make on
both sides of the sphinx, in fact covering it up again; this
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absurd as it seems is all of a piece with the style of
excavating here; rubbish is always thrown over the
nearest handy place quite irrespective of whether it
may be in the way or not, or what it may cover.
I should like ₤100,000 to shoot all the sand & stuff off the
hill by steam excavators down a tramway with the plain
below, & leave the thousands of tombs all clear & bare,
instead of having 10 to 20 ft of rubbish over all the surface
to be dug & cut about every time a hole is made. I hear
that Mariette[?] <some P/<p>asha> most recently blasted to pieces all 
the fallen parts of the granite temple by a large gang of
soldiers to clear it out, instead of lifting the stones up
& replacing them with tackle; I should like to put a
hundredth of the powder in his inside with a fuse.
The barbar savage indifference of the Arabs, who have
even stripped the alabaster off the granite temple even since
Mariette uncovered it, & who are not at all watched here,
is only superseded by a most barbaric sort of regard for
the monuments by those in power. Nothing seems to be done
with any uniform & regular plan, work is begun & left unfinished;
no regard is paid to future requirements of exploration;
& no civilized or labour-saving appliances are used, nothing but
what was the natives have; all the sand being carried in small
baskets on the heads of children. The very rough & rudely
cut <rock tomb -> interiors which had puzzled me, were it seems all
lined in fine carved stone, which has all been ripped
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out for building & for lime-burning, even in the last few
years; & by the time the p mischief is done, then an order comes
from the police (from Mariette) that no one is to touch the
place in question, & so it is perhaps left a mass of chips &
fragments. It is sickening to see the rate at which everything
is being destroyed, & the little regard paid to its preservation;
if allotments all over the hill were made to the different
European govmt museums, with free leave to clear & take
all they liked, & power to preserve it <here>, something more
satisfactory might be done. Anything would be better than
leaving things to be destroyed wholesale; better spoil half in
preserving the other half, than leave the whole to be smashed.
After supper, writing & looking over measures; 20.70 is about the
granite temple cubit. Then wrote up this, & to bed.

Tuesday Jany 11

Off Putting together the two 120 inch ladders,
ready when Dr Grant comes out, &/<a>s he said he hoped to do some
night this week; he wants to take measures at ends of Grand
Gallery, & needs to reach the top. Then off to granite temple again
& did several parts needing a candle, &c; which I could not do
yesterday; having now all pa materials for a complete plan
of it. Then at abt 2.0 back to tomb & had light refection,
& cooled, for it is warm to day. Then of with Ali to Grt

Pyramid, went 3/5 up <at corner> (which is quite easy, unaided) & 
along the face to the N. air channel; this has been forced for some
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long way forming an accessible passage; into this I went
& began digging with my hand spud <!> in the sand blown in
lying at the bottom; I got through this, about a foot deep over
the end of the true small hole, & cleared out the hole some
way, having to give up squatting as I had done, & lie head
downward in the passage so as to use the full length of my
arm <?>, thus; [] in this way I reached to 2 ½ or 3 feet
beyond the mouth of the true small hole,
& found it all blocked with sand as far as that, wriggling my
spud in farther than I had removed the sand, & at the top of
the hole so as find any opening there might be; how
much further then it is blocked is unknown, but it is
quite open at the bottom; so there is some chance of
clearing it; there is not much to take out of the big hole
at the top, so I almost think of having it done, & then working
farther at the small hole. I then let down rope ladders
which I had brought, & went down the face to search for
anything like the end of the Queens Ch. air channel. The
steps are so broken away, & so covered with debris, that it is
only safe to have a rope or ladder from above; & though it
I never had to pull it hard, yet it was necessary to steady
one in going about. After some search over various
blocks of harder & better stone I found one with a chiselled
recess in it about 14 x 9 <ins>, all the stone around had been
flaked off by blows, but the bottom was particular, thus in
with a deep groove remaining along the lower     [section []
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edge of the recess, shewing a sloping bottom to the hole which
had been in the stone; i.e. the stone had been thus []: this is
just about the right level, but it stands
skew to the face somewhat, which puzzled me; on looking at
the plan however I see that if from Q.C., it must run
skew in that way to come out there; still that is against
it. However I hope to clear it up tomorrow by a
boring: remembering how the channels were closed
below, a closed top would not be unlikely. I then climbed
up again to Ali at the K.C. channel; & leaving the
ladders ready for tomorrow, we tracked back again;
Ali rather short at having to return by moonlight &
twilight, as the sun had set some time, & though our way
along the face was tolerable it was not over good.

I then made a supperdish of tomatoes, a little Swiss milk, a
ship biscuit broken up, & 4 eggs; one whipped up into the
tomatoes & three others poached in this mixture; it was
good, but a trifle of pepper &c would have bettered it. The
remainder of it will be for breakfast tomorrow. Then
after supper, looking over measures, getting out my tube
& rills &c, & writing this till about 10.  ,

I saw a curious neat groove down the floor of the forced & enlarged
part of the air channel, at 2.6 to 4.1 from <original> W. side; but I 
could not feel a trace of it in the deeper part which I uncovered: but
it is far too regular to be done as a damage.
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Wednesday 12th Jany

After breakfast off with Ali
to the air channel; I fixed a stout bar across the
p channel inside, to fasten the rope ladder to; & then went
down to the stone I saw last night; after clearing the
rubbish by it, so as to get a good footing, I bored two
holes, thus [] for 9 inches deep, without finding anything
                             but solid stone; so the object of
making the curious flat panel on the stone remains
unknown; I still think it not unlikely that the pas
Queen’s Ch. air channel may be behind it; but not
with merely a thin plate of stone over it like the inner ends.
It is just about the right place for the channel; & the
block is very good, though soft, limestone, & very unusually
large, 82 ins long. The recess at the bottom of it is
strange; at the W. side it is as much as 1 ½ ins deep, & only
.4 wide, in the middle at the flattest .7 each way (or 45°). The
plane of the panel is vertical, but bears 21° skew to the face,
or N of E. The panel, or flat dressed surface of stone, is 13.1
wide, & 10.2 high or more; & there is a slight groove up the
sides like that along the bottom. After this I went over
other parts of the face near it, without seeing anything
particular, & then went up again to the air channel, &
sat in the hole, for dinner. Then pulling up & packing my
ladder, I set off along the face to the corner again with
Ali carrying my things; & then went up to the top, being
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more than halfway. The view is of course magnificent, but
the most interesting thing is the birds eye synopsis of the
arrangements of the tombs on the hill; the azimuth <?>
trenches look very striking, & the rows of tombs are
curious in their regularity. It looks as if the arrangement
was clear of individual caprice, from its regularity;
suggesting that it was lotted up at an early date, &
sites of uniform size granted or sold by the kings or priests.
Otherwise so many dozen magnates would not have been
content to be exactly like one another in their tomb
buildings, & to place them in regular rank & file. In this
view the size of the lots becomes interesting. After a long
look all round, & at the thousands of names which cover
every inch of the top surface, though about 35 ft square,
I came down; I found ascent & descent quite easy
unaided, but the pole I had cut for holding the ladder was
just the right length to help one up, i.e. what the chin can
rest on without stooping at all. At many places, particularly
on the corners, there are on the most prominent stones,
patches of yellow-brown old discoloration, which is not seen
elsewhere except on the topmost courses. This staining is
the 1000 yr old stain of Al Mamoons stripping, I believe,
comparing it with the casingstone weathering. Hence a
great deal, a whole skin of stone, has been removed
within 100 or 200 years, leaving the patches, now most
prominent, of weathering which had been in retired parts
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after Al Mamoons stripping, but which were left
prominent by a/<some> later stripping. On coming down I
spent the remains of the afternoon in examining the
stones just over the entrance. I find that there are
no more slope stones [] behind the present, that there
were others in front as fas as 178.5 from the present, of
which two lar sheets remain on the E, of 42.5 & 52 thick.
On the west the abutments extend even further. But I
also find that the successive sheets were not at all alike. On
the E. the third from the back was thinner at top than base,
thus [] the [] shade broken parts of two other sheets,
the [] shade sloping abutments of other
sheets. The way in which the abutment
narrows to the top looks to me as if the successive sheets
approximated more & more to the casing slope, & possibly
even came out flush with the casing. Still farther, on
the existing sheet thus [] there are marks of cement
down the dotted line, & on the line on the lower stone, there is a
slight cutting in at a rather steeper angle; this shews where
the upper stone of the next sheet came, & at a there is
a big stone projecting, beneath which it passed; the bottom
of the stone being just in line with the top of the cement.
Then just over this cement on the sloping <back sheet> face is []
on a part <b> quite inaccessible without a ladder now, but
easily reached when the lower-placed top stone of the next sheet
was there, this gives a probable date for its existence; & lower
down, where the next sheet would have covered it are dates of
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1595 &c, this giving a date for its non existence. Hence I
conclude the sheet (or sheets) in front of the present were
removed between 1476 & 1595. This 1476 is the earliest
date I have seen, & though the figures are not what is I
should expect quite, especially the 4 & 7 at that date, yet
the monogram is very consistent; the next earliest one is
also very true to the style it professes; [] the figures
here are quite natural to the date, & the        =1555
more complex & later style of the monogram, gives more
credibility to the 1476. There are many dates of the 17th
centy, but these are the only ones before that which
I have seen; possibly [] & T.F.B. may be found among
travellers of that/<os>e periods. The big Prussian inscription has
been cut partly over the 17/<4>76, almost killing the 1 &
damaging the 4, but still it is legible. <Then back to supplies &
writing.> About 10 I went off
in the bright moonlight to the Pyramid to look for my
little tape, which I had been using at the entrance; found
it, & there was so much light that I took a few more
measures, to clear up a discrepancy in the afternoon work.

Thursday 13 Jany.

Off with Ali & the two 10 ft ladders to the
entrance, put the ladders together, & then thoroughly examined
& measured all the details of the two pairs of sloping stones
over the entrance; the mean of the 12 best angles taken is
39° 32’ for their slope; i.e. they are just like casing stones []
of a 50° 28’ ± 5’ pyramid. They are a remarkably fine smooth
grain stone, Mokattam limestone of the very best, & I suspect
that they are casing stones in the rough; cutting them first
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at a flatter angle would be very likely, as they would be
most damaged in moving on the [], & so need to be trimmed
thus [] to clear the chipped part. The stone has a very
curious character of altering to the full extent in about
20 years, & after this to 400 yeas at least, there is no
apparent change; this is shewn by the dates cut. There are
no other stones sloping behind the present ones.

I also examined the angles of the abutments of the missing
stones; & climbed up so as to look down on the stones, on the
chance of seeing anything fresh. I also copied all the visitors
names before 1700, 31 in all, & I intend to copy all others up
to this date in other parts: they are a most curious & unique
collection, which would be thought a great deal of in any
other place but under the pyramids’ shadow; some may
be interesting historically, & they throw light on the recent
history of dilapidations. Several parties of travellers came;
some egyptians, two of whom brought their a wife each; &
most amusing it was to see the little creatures, sprawling &
slipping about & laughing heartily at their tumbles, evidently
enjoying their outing immensely; they were gallantly helped in
by their husbands, a youth bearing a bright red handkerchief
bundle & a bunch of big <bright green> lettuces swung together over 
his back making his way into the passage after them. The youth &
the luncheon accompaniments however backed out again very
soon, one of the gentleman turned back at Al Mamoon’s hole,
but the plucky little Fatimahs were bunched & hauled all
through the passages, & came out as lively as possible,
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after their lords had returned to fresh air puffing & wiping.
I saw all the parties very plainly from my ladder just 20 ft
or so over the entrance.

Two <old> Greek priests, a young & older Greek, & a Frenchman, 
made another party. To see the priests <(much like Mr Benest)> with 
enormous flowing
beards, & wide hats, & long black gowns, careering along
the plain on frisky donkeys, was good; the young Greek
pompously bestrode a camel, rather absurd for such a
little journey.

Having done all I could at the entrance <about 3 ½>, I left, & took 
ladders back to tomb. It was a nasty day, high wind full of
sand <threatening to blow me down with the ladder sometimes>, the 
sand haze hiding everything entirely beyond
5 miles, & making even near objects dull; continually
showers of sand filled eyes, ears & nose; & out, more in
the open, the cutting stinging beat of the fine sand &
wee wee pebblekies was very nasty on ones face. I went
off then & rough taped the distances of a row of tombs; but
the tape was blown into a fearful curve; & when I got it
straightish, it raised speculation on its tensile strength.
So I gave that up & went off to some rock tombs, where the
only effect of the gusts was to produce a sharp compression
of the air, which seemed to pulsate several times before
settling again, & this would not be unlikely theoretically.
After doing a couple of tombs we returned, the wind having
gone down somewhat; but the moon had a great sand haze
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all round it. I tried tomatoes & biscuits stewed with
poached eggs again, & it certainly is good. Then looking
over measures, & writing this. In bed by 11 ½.

Friday 14 Jany

I woke at 12 ½ a.m. by someone calling
me, & found Dr Grant had driven over for a night of
measurements, &c. I tumbled up as quickly as I could, &
found the Dr outside. So he called up Mohammed & the boy,
M. went off for Ali, I got out the ladders for the G. Gallery,
& after putting things together, we went off; Ali & M.
joining us soon. We got the 10 ft ladders in easily, & the sides
of the 140 inch ladder, which I screwed together inside while
Dr G. looked at the peculiarities of the well mouth, & made
notes. Then he said we had better take the worst first, &
go down the well, to shew me the peculiarities of the grotto
& to see if the way into the entrance <passage> was blocked. So we let
the rope ladders down, & though the holes in the sides are quite
sufficient & the best for the feet, yet the ladder was found
very good to hold by, especially in bad places. In the grotto
which is a hollow in the loose conglomerate which there occurs,
& <through> which <the well> has been walled around, we
stopped; & Dr G. shewed
me the place he supposes might lead to a passage; I set to work
& scraped up the sand & stones as fas as I could, but when
I had once got it all as steep as the angle of rest in all
available space, nothing more could be done; I excavated
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a great deal with my feet, being unable to reach it otherwise;
then I wriggled my feet in as far as I could, about 3 <2 ½> ft &
felt it all round with them; it was a hollow apparently
leading down westwards & all full of pebbles & sand. Ali
tells me this aftn that it is a loop line into the subterranean,
& that Howard Vyse cleared it; this I doubt. The Dr. had
meanwhile gone farther down & found the passage blocked at
1170 inches below the grotto; this by C.P.S. plan is close to bottom,
but H. Vyse’s measures would make it about 40 ft short, I
cannot reconcile these. I did not know the Dr had gone down,
so I went on with my hole as far as I could; & then asked <saw that>
Ali, who had come down to the grotto, & has was just winding
in string from the Dr below; so I set off down. All this
was done in thick dust, so that a double face veil was
soon white over the mouth, & Ali’s moustache was as if
floured. The lower passgesic {passage} was if anything worse, & I could
not see the candle even till within 50 ft or so. When I got
down I was horrified to find the Dr I in a state of
collapse, moaning & breathing hard & quick, hardly
able to speak. I instantly set off up again, after he had
called my attention to one or two points, which he would
not leave unnoticed; he followed me very slowly, & I
was fearfully anxious to think what I could do with a
stout man fainting at the bottom of 170 ft of passage,
        or rather pipe,
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partly vertical, all steep, & impossible to pass from its narrowness,
all full of dusthaze, & mostly hopeless to for a person to
move in except by their own exertions. About halfway
up to the grotto, he wished for liquid, so I bolted up & got his
bag from Ali & took it to him; he had an orange, & then
got up to the bit of vertical shaft below the grotto; here he
waited a long time, clinging on the ladder with his head over
his arms; at last we encouraged him, & hauled him partly,
up into the grotto; here stretched out he very slowly
got through a sandwich & some tea that he had; and after
a long rest, during which his questions shewed how far his
<external> senses were upset, he at last mustered strength for the
mainly vertical pull up into the Grand Gallery. I followed
close behind him pushing & lifting whenever I could; but the
prospect of about 15 stone, half fainting, scrambling just
over your head, in a place where the holding is poor at
best, made me quake to think of his possibly slipping.
Once up in the Grand Gallery he stretched out with on
coat & bag, & had a long rest; of course all other work was
out of the question for him, & for me too as I had a headache
with the dust, close air, & awful worry. So I tried to persuade
him to be carried out at once, but he preferred to wait.
I then stowed away the ladders in the Queen’s Chamber
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both to avoid both the trouble of getting them out, (& then 140
must be all unscrewed) & also the risk of damgesic {damage} to the
steel straps in dragging about. So I thought best to
risk leaving them in the least frequented place. Then
I bolted off to the tomb to get some hot stuff ready; boiled
up some soup, & then <put> some water on to heat, put on it
biscuits &c, & blankets for a seat; & then back to
Pyramid carrying a cup half-full of hot soup; I was
thankful to find the Dr walking out by the kiosk where
his carriage was waiting; so I gave him the soup &
then persuaded him to come down to the tomb &
refresh. After more soup & coffee, & a wash (which he was
not up to even, when he first came in), he slowly walked
back to the carriage; & I saw him settled in all safe, &
his own coachman & servant on the box, & bid him good
bye just as the dawn was coming up. I then put things
a little straight at home, & went to bed about 6 ½. I
got five hours sleep up till 1 ½, & then turned out. Told
Ali to go & see after the ladders, & tie them together, & tell the
shēkh of the guides that he must give them orders not
to touch them, or let travellers use them. The bother is that
I cannot get the 140 inch out again I believe, without taking
all to pieces & this wears the screws: hence it is better to leave
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all 3 tied together so that they cannot be used without
loosening them. The little 80 inch ladder I leave stowed
in Caviglias <an[?]> excavation up the air channel as no one
but Ali knows of it, & no one goes there. There was a
grand affair of the Khedive’s son & suite & many officials
all coming over here for the day; hence I was the
more uneasil/<y> about the ladders. Ali returned
saying that the shēkh was, to put it short, impudent.
sa/<Te>lling Ali that he should not allow me to go about
without one of his guides in the Pyramid, & that Dr Grant
fell down the well last night; (for his son came in to
spy, & concluded that that was the case) also refusing to
believe Ali that I had a letter from the Prefect of Police.
Ali says he is vexed with me particularly for my going
up & down the Pyramid without any helpers or assistants
(except Ali carrying my things), & for setting too independent
an example for travellers to behold. So I went up after
breakfast, about 3, with Ali; but only the shekh’s brother
or cousin was in the way, & he particularly wished to
shirk the subject till tomorrow as the governor &
soldiers were all at hand; I also wished to postpone it
as there was so much noise, so walked off to the 3rd ∆
temple, & planned that while Ali searched for casing
stone angles, & found several.
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As I had quite sufficient authority to back me, & could
get more, I determined to ride the high horse if possible
with the shēkh; & as I was already intending to go to
Cairo tomorrow for several things, I told Ali to tell
the shekh that I had the letter form the police, & that
I was going to see Stone Pasha, & Mr Borg tomorrow;
& if the shēkh had any complaint to make to me, or
wished to see the letter he must come here before
9 when I started <Ali highly approved this course>. I hold
in terrorem the fact that
they have let Gill’s stations be so damaged, as they
were put in the shekh’s special charge; & I had long
ago told Ali to tell them all that if they damaged
any of my marks or things I should report their
damage to Gill’s marks as well, & get them policed
for both offences. It can do no good to row them about
Gills marks <alone>, & could only make ill feeling; but they
serve me as a good handle; & various other
transgressions of theirs I keep in mind, ready to
quote to them, if they are obstreperous.

Now I want to go to bed early (i.e. 10.0) as I am tired &
headachy, & have ordered the donkey for 9 tomorrow.
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Tell Mrs B. memory is treacherous but
there was only 1 laburnum, & that about
2 ft high to go to her, if I am right. Old fab:
is really too bad. There may have been a second,
but I feel sure it was decidedly larger than her
tracing, & much larger I should say.

Cairo, V-

Your letter is just recd. Many thanks.
I have all except 1 Pub Op
I cannot select the mail as English
mails are Tues, Wed, Thurs, according
to arrival of Indian; & I cannot
send any particular day but only
when I come in, or someone is going.
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Saturday 15 Jany

The Shēkh did not turn up at this
neighbourhood before I left at 9 ½, as no travellers had
arrived; & all the guides rush out when they see the
carriages on the road. I went first to Kasr-en-Nil &
waited an hour for Genl Stone; then I saw his secretary
who said he did not expect him today. A little rascal
who seemed much at home in the office offered to shew
me to his house, but he paraded all over the place
nearly up to the Esbekīyah & enquiring, & never found
it ,/<(>mem, there are no names to roads except one or two
great thoroughfares, & no numbers, or names to houses
here, so descriptions of oriental vagueness are the only
guides); he then hailed a coachman, & got a flying direction
that the Genl was at Kasr en Nil, so back we posted
but found him not there, as before. By this time I had
wasted 1 ¾ hr altogether, & it was lunch hour, so I
determined to leave it till aftn. Then to post, & got letter
& Pub Op, & posted journal. Then after dinner at the
restaurant I went to Dr Grant. Found him very
well again, & Dr Snider (?) also there. Had a chat over
various antiquities, & took him bits of 4th Dynasty pottery
from Gt Pyramid rubbish heaps, which we compared with
a quantity of his without finding any exactly like it; it
is far redder than most, brown being usual; & the other
red pot is all coarser; in fact there is none so red & so
fine grained: the crushed limestone in it, & absence of mica is
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also peculiar. I also shewed him a scarabeus I had invested in,
which he pronounced false instantly; I cross-questioned his
judgement (which was shared however by Dr S); & on examination
one criterion of the shape of a hieroglyph was shewn to be not
decisive, & when he looked closely with a magnifier he agreed
with me that it was genuine, to my relief; not for the sake of
the object, but for my judgement. In about an hour I left,
(saw Mrs G., kind as usual) & went to the consulate; saw Mr

Borg, & asked the exact power of my Arabic letter from the
Police; it only authorizes me to take measurements &c; but
Borg was very polite, & said that if any difficulty arose
with the shekh if I would kindly send him a line he would
immediately see to it being removed. Leaving there I
ran on Dr S. again, who had a private chat on Dr G’s
faint, said that G. was getting a great deal too stout; &
when I described helping the Dr up behind in the vertical
shaft he said “Oh! what a thing; why if he’d slipped
you have come out like this” drawing a wavy patch []
on the pavement with his umbrella, “nothing but a
patch of liquid left.” <He goes up to Luxor for a few weeks on 
Tuesday.> Then I picked up Muhammed &
the ass & told him to find Genl Stones house. Unluckily
I found that he is a dunce at descriptions (or else the
people were all dunces who told him) for we went up &
down, round & round, certainly all round the compass
3 times over, past some houses twice, & at last was
shewn the house by a sais. I found the Genl in, & he
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was very polite & pleasant. We had a talk mainly on
instruments; he had tried to get improvements made,
& has all the American energy & go, without any
unpleasant Americanisms. He is about 65, perhaps 70.
He did much surveying in the American Govmt, & is
evidently strong in that line. He complained much of the
way Arabs damage station marks, mainly for the
sake of the lead for bullets; & he told me to use his name
freely here to protect his & my own marks, & said that
if he could be of the slightest use to me in any thing
here I was to let him know. Thus I have the best
promises of support, from either police <(via Consulat),> or military
interference, if necessary; beside the general friendly
help of Dr Grant. Then set off home, getting 40 oranges
on the way: the best of the wayside sellers is that they bid
as low as they can for your custom, to undersell one another,
so that one only pays the lowest fair price. Got back by
somewhat after 7 (being late hunting the Genl), & after supper
sat down to arranging details of triangulation, till I was
astonished to find it 12.20; when I broke off & wrote up
this, finishing at 1.0. I always make a point of doing
journal every evening, or I should be in hopeless arrears
very soon, without even somebody’s pocket book to
help me out.
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Sunday 16 Jany

After breakfast tidied one or two things; for
somehow as long as I feel there is anything I ought to go & do
out, I leave matters at home to take care of them selves; so
that it happens that my bed only gets made once a
week; but there is not the necessity for it as with a mattress,
for with only two blankets & a hammock cloth there is as
much ventilation below as above: the accumulation of
stray sand in it however requires a periodical
clearing out. Then after a quiet read, & a light
dinner, I went off for a walk in the desert; going about
2 ½ miles hence over the low rolling hills of sand & stones, due
west; in which direction my nearest neighbours are 350
miles off in the Oasis of Ammon. Ali reports that about
5 miles off in that direction there is a hill full of tombs,
which he pointed out to me the other day. A few footprints
here & there in the sand are all the traces of life to be seen,
not even a jackal shewed himself; & the plants are few
& far between, perhaps a tuft of something at every furlong
or so, with here & there a clump of half a dozen wiry or
succulent herbs. The wind was blowing from S.W. across the
pure uninhabited desert for 300 or 400 miles, beyond which
no one knows anything about it, & “entirely unexplored
regions” are entered. Getting back about dark I had supper
& a talk to Ali. His version of “prevention better than cure” is “keep
something safe, best than ask who’s be done it”. He had a look at
my ladders & reports all right. As they are in I shall take a lot
of work with them now, though I had intended leaving it till later,
& doing outdoor work which cool. Also I wish to quietly do ∆ in face  
            of the shēkh.
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Co - Vt-

Monday 17 Jany

The Shēkh somehow never turns up, so
perhaps he does not wish for a talk. On going to ∆ with Ali
in morning I found all things right, & began work on
Q. Ch niche, which I thoroughly measured, & connected
with N & S walls <& roof>; this took so much ladderwork that
it was slow, & occupied till abt 6 when I knocked
off; having had half an hour out in the aftn for feeding.
One cannot go up & down quickly with two or three measures
notebook, pencil, & candle all in ones hands. I hung a
plumb line from the joint of the [] roof, & measured off
to N & S walls & to niche at every overlap. The niche is
excentric from room 25.16 top 25.24 base, or excentric from
ridge of roof 24.91 top 25.31 base (i.e. at top under 1st overlap).
The width of the upper parts C.P.S. is far out in; they are about
19.43 to 20.31              I have taken 9 measures of width at each overlap
30.01 to 30.78  45 in all for width.
41.47 to 42.14      9 8 for height, & 5 for depth back. 40.72 to
52.08 to 53.10          41.20
61.42 to 62.05?

I do not believe the “shelf ” of C.P.S. is original in back of niche,
as I think it was all the same depth back the whole way up,
& everything beyond has been forced. I noted 9 <early> graffiti
at about 12 ft from floor, shewing that a high heap of
rubbish must have filled niche <6 or 7 ft high,> before Howard Vyses
time. I also copied 5 early graffiti from the “cut out” at the
bottem of Grand Gallery.

After supper, & looking over measures, I wrote this, & then
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to bed. An unlucky donkey died on the plain below
here last night; this morn only the skeleton &
head & feet were left; the dogs had a festival à la
Mr & reminded me of Jezebel.

I met Shēkh Omar in Cairo on Satr (a dealer in antiques
&c here, without authority, title only complimentary; whom
Dixon employed & certified, & Gill contracted with to
dig SW socket) he was very polite & sweet as usual, a
most suave civilized old man; he thought it a good
chance to suggest that <enquire> when I did begin any heavy
work requiring many hands whom I was going to employ;
& to ask further “and you know of Omar?” The Grants
think better of Omar than of Ali, considering Ali very
dear (as Mr Chester does) in antiques, & that A. has a
fair eye to honourable gains, though he would not do
dirty things. He, as I found after, bags all that I give
Muhammed as bakhshīsh; in fact I pay Ali (per
the unlucky M.) 4/- a week extra for a night guard, &
7d ½ for a donkey boy when I go to Cairo. M. only cashed
up just 2/3 of this to Ali, & told him that was all I gave;
so then Ali had to let it all out to me, asking what
I really gave, as I had agreed with Ali to give M. the
above sums; under the idea however that it would be
pocket money to Muhammed. Of course I take no
notice of all this, & do not see it; if I did I should almost
have to give M. a trifle more for himself; & though


